Whatever the job, the T-JAK will hold it up. It's your hardworking helper with muscles!! Weighs 10 lbs. All steel components with impact resistant top and base plates. Tested to support loads up to 400 lbs.

**T-JAK (TJ-104)**
The regular T-JAK adjusts from 52 to 84 inches. It’s a handy tool for many jobs and makes it easier for someone working alone to do the work. For instance the installer will set the cabinet on the T-JAK, raise it into position and then make the final adjustments to be perfectly level. Using the T-JAK eliminates the need for bracing or cleats and allows the installer to place shims behind the back of the cabinet when the walls are not straight or plumb. The T-JAK safely support all the different size wall cabinets needed on kitchen remodeling projects.

**Mini-Brute (MB-101)**
The T-JAK Mini-Brute, model MB-101 is the ideal tool to install upper cabinets when the base cabinets are already in place. The Mini-Brute is also used to install deck beams and ledgers. Works great as an adjustable outward brace. The 1’ 2’ and 3’ extensions make it a versatile tool with many applications.

**T-JAK Cabinet&Drywall Tool (TJ-104 D) quick adjustment range 52” to 108”**
The T-JAK Drywall Tool, model TJ-104-D gives the T-JAK an added dimension. It is used to support the support the plasterboard that is being installed on the ceiling. The Drywall Tool includes a T-JAK (TJ-104) plus a two foot extension and a pair of drywall support brackets. This tool also handles many difficult tasks.

Your hardworking helper to support HVAC Ductwork, Overhead Piping, Door Openers, Ceiling fans, light fixtures and more. Anywhere you need an extra hand!!

*Have a great T-JAK day,*